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Abstract 
We develop a theory for the oscillation modes of the order parameters in multiband superconductors in 
which all the superconducting gaps cannot be real numbers (TRSB phase) and calculate the correlation 
functions for the amplitude and phase modes. The vertex functions arising from the scattering between 
electrons and the collective modes are determined so as to satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identity. It is also 
shown that the multiple amplitude modes appear in the region near the pair-breaking threshold energies.
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1. Introduction 
In multiband superconductors with more than two superconducting bands the time-reversal-symmetry-breaking 
(TRSB) phase appear, when the inter-band BCS coupling constants satisfy some frustrated condition [1-3]. In our 
previous paper we presented a formal theory based on the Ward-Takahashi (WT) identity for the collective oscillation 
modes of the superconducting gaps which is applicable to those in the TRSB phase [4]. In this paper we perform 
explicit calculations for the phase and the amplitude oscillation modes of the superconducting gaps, utilizing the formal 
theory. Two kinds of two-particle Green functions describing, respectively, the phase and the amplitude oscillation 
modes of the superconducting gaps are calculated in the TRSB phase, from which the spectral functions of these 
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collective modes are clarified for both phase and amplitude modes.  It is also pointed out that our theory correctly 
reproduces the softening of the Leggett mode at the TRSB transition point [5].  
2. )RUPXODWLRQ
Consider a BCS superconducting system composed of N conduction bands having the Hamiltonian density, 
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where ( )n xσψ  is the field operator for electrons with spin σ  in the nth band, 2( )nε −∇  is the nth band single-
electron energy and ( )nm mng g=   is the BCS  coupling constant. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the zero-
temperature case. The gap function nΔ  in the nth band is expressed in terms of the pair-amplitude as 
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In this paper the pair amplitude is generally assumed to be a complex number, i.e. 0 | ( ) ( ) | 0 minn nx x e
ϕψ ψ η↑ ↓¢ ² = , 
with mη  and nϕ  being, respectively, the modulus and the phase of the pair amplitude.  Let us define the pair-field 
operators,  
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where 1 1 2( ) cos sinτ ϕ τ ϕ τ ϕ= − , 2 1 2( ) sin cosτ ϕ τ ϕ τ ϕ= +  and †( ) ( ( ), ( ))Tn n nx x xψ ψ↑ ↓Ψ = is the 
Nambu doublet field, iτ being the Pauli matrix. Note that the vacuum expectation values of the pair-field operators 
are given as ( ) ( )1 20 | ( ) | 0 , 0 | ( ) | 0 0
n n
nx xτ η τ¢ ² = ¢ ² = , that is, the superconducting order of the nth band 
electrons appears in the “ 1( )nτ ϕ -direction" in the “ 1( )nτ ϕ  - 2 ( )nτ ϕ  " plane. It was shown that the Nambu-
Goldstone (NG) and the Leggett modes appear in the “ 2 ( )nτ ϕ  -direction" and these modes create pole singularity in 
the two-particle Green functions, ( ) ( )2 2( ) 0 | T ( ) ( ) | 0
n m
nmD x y i x yτ τ− = − ¢ ² . This result indicates that the 
amplitude mode (Higgs mode) is expected to appear in the 1( )nτ ϕ  direction", which is perpendicular to the “ 2 ( )nτ ϕ
-direction", that is, the two-particle Green function, ( ) ( )1 1( ) 0 | T ( ) ( ) | 0
n m
nmE x y i x yτ τ− = − ¢ ²  have pole 
singularity. In ref. [2] the equation for the Fourier transformation ( )nm q for ( )nmD x is derived as 
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with ( )nS p being the single-particle Green function for the nth band electrons. Note that ( )nS p  is a 2 by 2 matrix 
in the Nambu representation and tr indicates the trace of a 2 by 2 matrix. The function ( , )n p p
′Γ A  in Eq. (5) is a 
vertex function that describes the scattering process among electrons and the phase modes. For this vertex function 
we have the WT identity, 3 3( ) ( ) 2 ( , )n n np p i p pτ τ ηΣ −Σ = Γ¦ A A
A
, where ( )n pΣ is the self-energy function of 
the n band electrons, i.e.,   1 0 3( ) ( ) ( )n n nS p p pε τ
−
= − − Σp .    In the mean-field approximation the self-energy 
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function is given as 1( ) ( )n nm m m
m
p g η τ ϕΣ =¦ . In this approximation the WT identity yields the relation, 
2( , ) ( )nm nm mp p g τ ϕΓ = . Furthermore, if one uses the approximation, 2( , ) ( )nm nm mp q p g τ ϕΓ +  ,  we can 
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The equation for the amplitude-mode Green function, ( )nmE q , can be derived in a way similar to the phase-mode 
Green function. One can show that the equation which is consistent with the mean-field approximation for the 
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3. Results 
Equations (7) and (9) can be solved numerically. In this paper we present the results for a three-band system (N=3) 
in which the TRSB takes place. In the following the inverse BCS coupling constants 1 1( )nmg g
− −
=  in this three-band 
system are parametrized as  1 0/nng gα
−
=  , 1 112 13 0/g g gβ− −= =   and 123 0/g gγ− = , where α β  and γ  are 
dimensionless parameters,  and the value of γ  is varied under fixed values, 2.0α =  and 1.0β = . The solutions 
of the gap function (2) in this system with the density of states, 1 2 3(0) (0) (0) (0)N N N N= = = , are given as 
follows. For ~ 0.9cγ γ<  the gap equation (2) yields real solutions satisfying the condition, 1 0Δ >  and  
2 3 0Δ = Δ <  . On the other hand, in the region of cγ γ>  we have complex solutions for 2Δ  and 3Δ  such as 
1 0Δ >  and  2 3
∗Δ = Δ , that is, cγ  is the critical value above which the TRSB phase appears.   
First we show the results for the phase oscillation modes in the case of 0.95γ =  and 0 (0) 0.3g N = .  In this 
case the gap values are obtained as 1 0.0852 DωΔ = and 
( )
2 3
ie π φ∗ +Δ = Δ = Δ  with  0.0604 DωΔ =   and 
cos 0.742φ = . Here, Dω  is the cut-off energy. Figure 1 shows the energy dependence of real and imaginary parts 
of the Green functions, (a) 11( )D q  and (b) 22 ( )D q  at  0=q .  Note that 22 33( ) ( )D q D q=  in the present case.    
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From these figures one may understand that there are one Nambu-Goldstone (NG) mode at 0 0q =  and two Leggett 
modes at ( )0 LGq ω
+
=  and  ( )0 LGq ω
−
= in this system. It is also seen that the lower Leggett mode is located below the 
pair-breaking  continuum ( )LG 2ω
− < Δ , while the upper one appears  inside the continuum, i.e., ( )LG 12 2ω
+Δ < < Δ .  
It is noted that the lower Leggett mode is the out of  phase oscillation mode of 2Δ  and 3Δ , while the upper Leggett 
mode corresponds to the out of phase oscillation mode of  1Δ  and 2,3Δ .  We  mention  that our theory predicts the 
softning of the lower Leggett mode at  cγ  when γ  is varied under fixed values of α  and β  . Figure 2 shows the 
real and imaginary parts of the two-particle Green functions, 11( )E q  and 22 )(E q , at 0=q . It is seen that the 
imaginary part of 11 22( ) ( ( ))E q E q   has a large peak at 0 1 02 ( 2 )q q= Δ = Δ . Note that 12Δ  and 2Δ  are the 
pair-breaking threshold energies in this three-band system.  Our result indicates that the spectral weight in 11( )E q
( 22 ( )E q ) is enhanced at the threshold energy 12 (2 )Δ Δ . We claim that this enhancement comes from the upper 
and lower amplitude mode excitations, that is, the excitation energies of the upper and lower amplitude modes are,  
respectively,  eqaul to ( ) 12Hω
+
= Δ  and ( ) 2Hω
−
= Δ  at 0=q .   We also mention that the behavior of the real parts 
shown in Fig.2 (a) and (b) can be understood to arise from the overlap of the two closely located amplitude modes.  
The further analysis of the collective modes in multiband superconductors including the Coulomb effect will be 
published in a separate paper.  
                                      Fig.2 : Energy dependence of the amplitude-mode Green function. 
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